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EU Environment Agency head
on getting your message across

BILLIONS WASTED BY
WRONG DECISIONS
“We don’t have time to assess everything”

60
PER CENT OF EARTH’S
WETLANDS LOST –
EVIEM HAS EVIDENCE
THAT IT’S WORTH
CREATING NEW ONES

The world’s first professor
in evidence-based conservation

Pullin’s way of breaking
political deadlock
WHY SOCIAL SCIENTISTS ALSO NEED TO JOIN THE HUNT FOR KNOWLEDGE
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Swedish EviEM’s solid evidence that
wetlands reduce eutrophication has
resonated internationally.

A world of
knowledge
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Six international centres are spreading
the word about evidence-based
environmental management.

Editor

Hans Bruyninckx,
Executive Director of the
European Environment
Agency, believes more in
smileys than in
complicated graphs.
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Problems & Possibilities

“There’s a vast amount of data out there.”

Anna Jöborn

Practice
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For Anna Jöborn
of Sweden’s
Agency for
Marine and
Water Management, systematic
reviews offer
a beacon in an
ocean of
research results.
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Personal
How Professor Andrew Pullin, the man
behind evidence-based environmental
management, had a sudden realisation
one anxious day in March 1999.

Politics & Society
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w I grew up on an island off the west coast of Sweden
where life suddenly changed. One icy January night in
1980, the MS Star Clipper ploughed straight into the famous Tjörn Bridge. 280 metres of bridge plunged into
the sea. Eight people died and a lifeline to the mainland
was cut off because the bridge was unsuitably built.
Environmental history is full of similar errors of
judgement: interventions and chemicals that were
meant to promote well-being and benefit the landscape,
but instead resulted in impoverishment and misery.
Now, though, there is a way of avoiding poor
environmental decisions and producing evidence – an
overall scientific picture – of good methods. That is
what this magazine is all about.
Knowledge & Change is published by
Mistra EviEM – the Mistra Council for
Evidence-Based Environmental Management – a
body set up to carry out systematic reviews that
will help provide a better basis for environmental
decision-making in Sweden. Andrew Pullin, the
man behind the concept – adopted from the field of
medicine – offers a personal account of his motivation
for this work. For decision-maker Anna Jöborn it
is vital to know that society is not wasting billions
on measures that do no good. One of EviEM’s first
reviews, of the environmental impacts of constructed
wetlands, has given her greater confidence that she
and her agency are on the right track.
One challenge for the future is getting across the importance of evidence-based environmental management.
The head of the European Environment Agency
offers some radical tips for doing this. Social scientist
Sandy Oliver lists the leadership qualities needed to pull
off the difficult business of conducting a systematic
review. And voices from an international environmental conference in Stockholm highlight
problems and possibilities in this area.
To build bridges that last, you need stable
foundations; to manage the environment in sustainable
ways, you need the right evidence base. It is a cause
for concern, therefore, that Mistra EviEM only has
funding to the end of 2017.
Gunhild Arby
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Facts & Figures

113

decision-makers
from 19 countries attended the first
international conference on how an
overall picture of the best research
findings can promote better management of the environment. It took
place in Stockholm in August 2016,
with the Collaboration for Environmental Evidence (CEE) and Swedish
Mistra EviEM – the Mistra Council for
Evidence-Based Environmental Management – as the main organisers. w
RESEARCHERS AND

“We’re searching for storytelling based on evidence.
Stories are powerful in
influencing decision-making,
but if the storytelling is false it
can cause disasters.”
Rob Richards, environmental consultant in Melbourne, Australia,
and a member of the Board of the Collaboration for Environmental
Evidence (CEE).

70

SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS of environ-

mental issues – collations of
scientific knowledge based on a
strict methodology – have been
carried out in various countries.
Two widely noted ones show that
there is no evidence that Himalayan glaciers are shrinking faster
than before, and that billions could
be saved by not building ineffective
weirs in salmon streams.w

FOR HUNDREDS OF YEARS, British landowners
have burnt heather to increase grouse numbers. Grouse shooting is a very lucrative industry, turning over millions every year, but
heather burning is a controversial method.
Conservation organisations have tried to get
it banned, believing that it reduces animal and
plant populations.
Conservation biologist Andrew Pullin, who
has developed a variant of the systematic review methodology for the environmental sector,
decided to find out what the research actually
said.
His review of heather burning showed that
there was no clear-cut evidence of it reducing
biodiversity.
According to Pullin, controversies of this
kind are common.
‘What surprises many people is how much
poor evidence there is about, and how hard it is
to predict the effects of an intervention.’ w
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Grouse under fire
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Poor evidence
common

Mistra EviEM’s first reviews looked at reindeer grazing and the environmental effects of
removing large quantities of fish from eutrophic lakes.

Step by step to an overview of knowledge
DESPITE THE FACT THAT many environmental in-

terventions are costly and far-reaching, they
are often guided by opinions and traditions,
rather than the findings of science. Politicians
wanting to base their decisions on tried and
tested knowledge have to navigate an ocean
of research results.
In the early 2000s, to help policymakers
identify cost-effective ways of looking after the
environment, the idea of evidence-based environmental management was launched.
The evidence concept comes from medi
cine. Basically, it is about sifting the wheat
from the chaff. The most effective methods
have to be identified and the ones that do
more harm than good discarded.
In what is known as a systematic review, an
independent team of researchers collects all

the scientific literature on an environmental
question, whittles it down to exclude studies
that are not of sufficient quality – there tend to
be quite a lot of them – and then compiles an
evidence base for decision-making.
What, for example, does research have to
say about the effects of conservation burning
of forests? This is one of a number of questions
currently being reviewed by Stockholm-based
Mistra EviEM.
EviEM is politically independent and was set
up in 2012 to review environmental issues,
thereby contributing to better environmental decision-making in Sweden. Funding comes from
Mistra – the Swedish Foundation for Strategic
Environmental Research – but is due to end in a
couple of years’ time. After 2017, new funds will
have to be found if EviEM is to continue its work. w
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“NGOs didn’t care about
evidence – that concerned me”
As a scientist, Andrew Pullin likes to keep a cool head – and
well away from partisan opinions. The methodology he has
developed to gather evidence on the best ways of managing
the environment demands it. But he is also driven by a powerful memory and the lessons he learnt from some anxious days
in a hospital back in March 1999.
Text: Gunhild Arby & Photograph: Magnus Aronson

How 80 years of interventions were largely in vain

C

ertain moments in a person’s life can
determine its future direction. For
butterfly researcher Andrew Pullin, a
couple of such moments came in the 1990s.
In 2007 he became the world’s first professor in evidence-based conservation – conservation based on an overall picture of the
best scientific data. Professor Pullin has further developed a method used in medicine
and adapted it to the environmental sphere,
to identify what interventions will yield the
greatest environmental benefits, no benefits
at all, or even do more harm than good. Today, he is firmly convinced that this is the
best way of helping decision-makers to resolve issues that have become mired in polit
ical deadlock.
‘Without a synthesis of the most reliable
findings,’ he says, ‘you get stakeholder groups
using evidence to support their entrenched
views.’
The motivation that has brought him to

4

where he is today can be traced to two events.
Whilst pursuing a research career at the
University of Birmingham, studying how
butterfly populations were declining in an
increasingly fragmented and intensively
farmed landscape, he became involved in the
committee of Butterfly Conservation, an organisation working to save threatened species.
TO HIS SURPRISE, he discovered there was a deep

chasm between the world of research and environmental NGOs.
‘Committee members would come up
with various proposals, for example to buy up
land or reintroduce species. I’d ask what evidence there was that it would work, but they
felt that to be a superfluous question. They
were already convinced. That concerned me,
and I wondered why they didn’t try to find
out what research had to say.’
A later study went some way towards an
explanation, showing that it was not entirely
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“There was very little
evidence that the
engineered approaches
worked. And they cost
hundreds of millions of
dollars every year.”
easy for environmentalists to find or understand the scientific literature. Not an unusual
problem, according to Pullin.
‘Some research is published in high-impact
journals, some is not formally published, and
much of it is read by very few people. Knowledge is disseminated in a disorganised way,
not necessarily based on what is important.We

Personal

create fragments of information. We read some
of these fragments and think we know what
the evidence suggests, when we really don’t

Name: Andrew Pullin.
Claim to fame: Father of the concept of
evidence-based environmental management – management of the environment
built on the best available research
findings.
Place of work: Centre for Evidence-Based
Conservation (CEBC), at Bangor University
in Wales.
Titel: Professor in Evidence-Based
Conservation.
Background: Conservation biologist,
studying the impacts of landscape change
on butterflies.
Favourite butterfly: The large copper
(Lycaena dispar).

have the bigger picture.’
For a long time, he mulled this over without
coming up with a solution. But when he happened to mention the subject to his wife,
who is a health adviser, she told him that the
same problem existed in medicine, and that in
that field there was a way of identifying the
methods that actually worked.

This, he says, is something that has motiv–
ated him over the years.
‘I constantly think back to it and am inspired by how seriously these things are taken
in the medical field, where human lives are
at stake. I feel that that’s what environmental
management is about, too – the lives of future
generations.’

THE CONVERSATION took place in a hospital,
in March 1999. The couple’s son, born prematurely, was being cared for in an incubator. Andrew Pullin was helping to look after
him, and was struck by the nurses’ expertise
and self-confidence. When he asked how they
could be so sure what they were doing would
work, they pointed out that the procedures
were evidence-based, that is,
based on a synthesis of solid
research results – the very
thing his wife had been talk
ing about.

A FEW YEARS LATER

he set up the Centre for
Evidence-Based Conservation (CEBC), and
after a while both he and the Centre moved
to Bangor University, where he refined the
evidence-based methodology for use in the
environmental sphere.
The idea is that a commissioning body – a
government agency, an NGO or a company
– identifies an environmental question it wants
answering. An independent team of researchers
then carries out what is called a systematic review,
collecting maybe as many as several thousand
scientific papers potentially relevant for the
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Personal
Salmon benefit more from fallen branches than from man-made structures
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Pullin’s practice
and preoccupations:

Every year, 40,000 salmonids make their way up the British river Tyne, once classed as biologically dead.
The methods used to boost populations of these fish have now been reviewed.

w Systematic reviews – a way
of tracking down good methods
and rejecting poor ones – which
Andrew Pullin adapted for use
in the environmental field in the
early 2000s.
w NGOs have been complacent,
often proposing action without
evidence that it will be effective.
They need a wake-up call.
w Crucial to reach out. In 2007, the
Collaboration for Environmental
Evidence (CEE) was set up to
disseminate the systematic
reviews conducted up to that
point. CEE is the environmental
counterpart to the Cochrane
Collaboration, which since
1992 has been scrutinising the
research evidence for health-care
interventions.

“Without a synthesis of the most reliable findings, you
get stakeholder groups using evidence to support their
entrenched views.”
question. The studies are analysed, their quality
is assessed, and the results are then synthesised
as a basis for decisions the commissioner needs
to take.
A recurring criticism is that reviews are too
rigorous and take too long.
Pullin’s response is that the methodology
is constantly being developed, and that its independence must not be put at risk by commissioners wanting quick answers – or indeed
answers that simply confirm their own views.
To disseminate the reviews conducted to date,
and the method itself, in 2007 an international
network known as the Collaboration for Environmental Evidence (CEE) was established.
Andrew Pullin himself has been involved in
more than 25 reviews, and he highlights one
in particular, which showed how salmonids
are affected by man-made in-stream structures.
Contrary to what conservationists had believed
over 80 years of costly interventions, it turned
out that salmon and trout benefit more from
woody debris from surrounding forests than
6

from engineered structures, such as weirs designed to regulate river flow.
‘There was very little evidence that the
engineered approaches worked. And they
cost hundreds of millions of dollars every
year. Following our review, Canada embarked
on a research project to find out where its
policy should go from here,’ says Pullin, who
is in Stockholm for the first CEE Confer
ence, which has attracted over a hundred
researchers and other participants from
around the world.
six CEE Centres worldwide,
among them Mistra EviEM in Sweden, on
whose Executive Committee Andrew Pullin
serves. EviEM has conducted reviews which
have shown, for instance, that wetlands are an
excellent way of cleaning up water, and that it
pays to remove large numbers of cyprinid fish
if you want to reduce eutrophication, which is
a major problem in many lakes.These particular
results have attracted a good deal of attention.

THERE ARE NOW
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Communication is an Achilles heel for
CEE. How do you get your message across to
a wider audience? According to Pullin, this is
crucial.
‘We’ve put a lot of effort into developing
the methodology, setting up a public, online
library and publishing an open-access journal.
But what we haven’t done is communicate.
That’s something we need to be better at –
otherwise we’ll get nowhere.’
THE STOCKHOLM CONFERENCE is intended as a
springboard to achieving such goals in the
years ahead. But first Andrew Pullin’s stay in
Sweden is to end with a spot of sightseeing.
Perhaps a planned visit to the Vasa Museum,
with its spectacular 17th-century man-ofwar, is meant to tell him something. The
faultily designed Vasa went down just 1,300
metres into its maiden voyage – a useful
illustration, perhaps, of what disasters could
lie in store if we fail to make use of tried and
tested knowledge? w
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Billions down
the drain with
wrong decisions
‘Environmental measures are incredibly costly. We
really need to know that what we’re doing is effect
ive, otherwise we could simply be throwing our
money away. At worst, we could be talking about
billions of kronor,’ says Anna Jöborn, who hopes
that long-term funding will be found in Sweden for
systematic reviews of environmental questions.

A

nna Jöborn is head of
the Science Affairs Department of the Swedish
Agency for Marine and Water
Management (SwAM), whose
job it is to ensure that Sweden’s
aquatic ecosystems are properly
managed and restored. Every day,
staff at SwAM have to deal with
new reports and research findings
that end up on their desks.
‘It’s really hard work. As deName: Anna Jöborn.
Place of work: Swedish
Agency for Marine and Water
Management (SwAM) in
Gothenburg.
Title: Director of SwAM’s
Science Affairs Department.
Background: PhD in marine
microbiology, head of
Natural Resources and
Environmental Effects at
IVL Swedish Environmental
Research Institute.
Unexpected talent: Coauthor of a ‘Meetings
Cookery Book’, a collection
of recipes and techniques
for better, more enjoyable
meetings at conferences and
places of work.

cision-makers, we’re dependent
on solid evidence. But we don’t
have the expertise or the time to
assess everything. In many cases,
we don’t have an overall view of
current knowledge and only have
time to look at a few research results. In the worst-case scenario,
we have to rely on something
we’ve heard from just one re
searcher or expert.’
SwAM’s role includes gather
ing knowledge, commissioning
research, developing action programmes and providing guidance
to the people who have to carry
them out. One major challenge
for the future is climate change.
Another is eutrophication of
coastal waters and lakes.
are sometimes
advised to create or restore wetlands to intercept nutrients before
they reach the sea, where they can
cause algal blooms and oxygen
depletion near the seabed. The
method, in use for decades, has
at times been controversial. But
now we have hard evidence that
it works.
In 2015, Swedish Mistra
EviEM – the Mistra Council for
Evidence-Based Environmen-

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

Anna Jöborn’s recipes for
more enjoyable meetings

“We don’t have time to assess everything.
In the worst-case scenario, we have to rely
on something we’ve heard from just one
researcher or expert.”
tal Management – showed that
constructed wetlands efficiently
remove nutrients from the water
passing through them. It had conducted a systematic review of all
the research done on the subject.
For Jöborn, the result was wel
come confirmation that SwAM
has chosen the right approach.
‘It’s great to be able to be confident that we’re recommending
the right action. We can’t waste
government money on measures
that don’t work.’
She hopes that future reviews
will resolve other contentious issues. She would also like to see
a review of how marine reserves
should be designed to provide the
best possible protection for sensitive ecosystems. Sweden needs to
establish many more such reserves
in order to live up to its interna-

tional commitments.
‘This is one area we need to
invest a great deal in over the
next few years. Land purchase and
man
agement involve significant
costs, and we don’t know enough
about the value of the ecosystems
hidden beneath the surface of the
sea.We need that knowledge to be
able to identify priority areas for
protection and to understand how
large they should be.’
is concerned that
EviEM has no guarantee of fund
ing beyond 2017.
‘Systematic reviews can’t solve
every problem. But EviEM can
provide us with valuable advice
on what methods are best. Environmental management is a very
costly business.’

ANNA JÖBORN

Gunhild Arby
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Earth’s kidneys red
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Feature

uce eutrophication
Wetlands review is making ripples

Before EviEM had even published its review of the effects of creating
or restoring wetlands, it was receiving enquiries from people wanting
to know more about it. Consultants from Britain and California were
keen to find out the results. The outcome was unexpectedly clear:
wetlands are an excellent way of reducing eutrophication, which is
a major environmental problem worldwide.
Text: Gunhild Arby & Photographs: Magnus Aronson

E

viEM’s assessment of all the known re
search findings on the subject shows that
wetlands are roughly equally good at
capturing nitrogen and phosphorus, two key
causes of eutrophication. On average, they
intercept 40 per cent of the nutrients
entering them.
‘That’s probably the main take-home message,’ says Magnus Land, project manager for
the review. ‘It supports continued funding for
constructed wetlands. There’s been constant
discussion about whether they are a worth
while investment or a waste of money.’
Thousands of research articles were collect
ed, but only a fraction of them got through the
critical needle’s eye. Professor Wilhelm Granéli
of Lund University chaired the international
team of researchers that assessed the quality
of the science and collated the findings. The
outcome was surprising, even though it largely
confirmed what many people already knew.
‘This study establishes once and for all that
wetlands work as nutrient traps. With such
a wide range of wetland types included, I
wouldn’t have expected the results to be quite
so clear.’
According to Professor Stefan Weisner of
Halmstad University, one of Sweden’s leading
wetlands experts, the fact that so many studies
were assessed is a major strength of the review.

‘It makes it very clear that it was no coincidence that these wetlands were found to be
effective.’
It is a few months now since the results
were presented in the south-west Swedish
province of Halland – a location not chosen
at random. This was where pioneering work
on wetlands as a means of tackling pressing
problems of eutrophication began in the 1990s.
1980s, a large bay on the Halland
coast suffered severe depletion of oxygen.
Fish fled the area and benthic fauna died. The
problems were traced primarily to nutrient
run-off from farmland and a crying lack of
wetlands. Only a small fraction remained of
the ‘blue spaces’ of Sweden’s west coast land
scape – the fens, lakes and streams – that had
once slowed the progress of nutrients and
intercepted large amounts of phosphorus and
nitrogen on their way to the coast.
In intensively farmed areas, these blue
spaces now took some finding. Field ditches
had been filled in or straightened. Channels as
straight as arrows allowed nutrients to pour far
too quickly into the sea.
Since then, Sweden has invested hundreds of millions of kronor in recreating and
restoring wetlands. EviEM’s review shows that
such areas should be created where there are

IN THE LATE
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EviEM’s project manager Magnus Land by a newly constructed
wetland in the Bergius Botanic Garden in Stockholm.

On average, wetlands remove 40 per cent of the nutrients entering them
large inputs of phosphorus and nitrogen and
moderate amounts of water flowing through.
‘You need to have an even rate of flow, so
the water spreads over the entire wetland. If
the flow is too high, the water and the nu
trients simply pass straight through,’ Magnus
Land points out. He notes that there is a good
deal of interest internationally in using wetlands to remove nutrients. One country at the
forefront in this field is the Netherlands.
blue spaces is a cause for concern
around the world.The American William Mitsch,
a member of EviEM’s review team, reports the
latest figures in his weighty volume Wetlands: in
the course of the 20th century, over 60 per cent
of the earth’s wetland areas were drained.

THE LOSS OF

6,000

SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES were found in an initial
search for EviEM’s wetlands review. Of these,
93 were considered relevant and of sufficient
quality to be included in the final assessment, which took a closer look at nutrient
removal in a total of 203 wetlands. w

10

Professor Mitsch, a world celebrity in the
field of ecological engineering, is Director
of the Everglades Wetlands Research Park
at Florida Gulf Coast University. In 2004 he
was awarded the Stockholm Water Prize for
his pioneering knowledge of wetlands, and
in particular for his efforts to tackle the ser
ious eutrophication problems of the Gulf of
Mexico. He is impressed with Sweden’s work
on wetlands and draws a comparison with the
United States, where political conflicts get in
the way of the large-scale investments he believes could clean up both the Gulf and Lake
Erie, another eutrophication hotspot.
‘I have shown that it works,’ he said in a
lecture at Kristianstad University in spring
2016. ‘But we don’t have a lobby for wetlands.
Many landowners are opposed to them.’
WILHELM GRANÉLI, for his part, wants to see a
major investment in this area in Sweden,
where quite a number of wetlands have been
created and restored in the last 20 years. The
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological
Institute (SMHI) has a database showing how
many new wetlands have come into being
since 1990. Initially there were just a few, but
since 2002 an average of over a hundred wetlands have been established every year.
‘Without a historical perspective, you might
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“There’s been constant
discussion about whether
they are a worthwhile
investment or a waste of
money.”
Magnus Land

think we were creating an unnatural landscape.
But the area that has been drained is infinitely
larger than the new and old wetlands now being established and restored,’ Granéli points out.
‘The odd wetland here and there isn’t enough.
We need a lot more. And many small ones of
a few thousand square metres each could be at
least as beneficial as one large one.’
Stefan Weisner also believes that many
more wetlands are needed to appreciably reduce marine eutrophication around Sweden.
‘It all boils down to funding. In my view,
we need a new approach to financial support
for wetland creation.’
Professor Weisner has been involved in wetlands projects in the Netherlands, Brazil and

Feature

“Flood protection overlooked”
w On average, the wetlands studied removed
930 kg of nitrogen and 12 kg of phosphorus
per hectare per year, but in some cases the
figures were as high as 11,700 kg of nitrogen
and 900 kg of phosphorus.
w 60–70 per cent of the world’s wetlands
disappeared during the 20th century.
Source: Davidson, 2014.
w Almost €4 billion per year up to 2050
is what the populations of the Baltic Sea
countries are prepared to pay for a less
eutrophic Baltic, with nutrient removal by
wetlands offering a low-cost alternative,

“There needs to be a
new way of thinking.
Wetlands benefit the
whole country.” Stefan Weisner

China, and regards Sweden as a model when it
comes to using wetlands to clean up water. But
now he wants to see a deeper understanding
of the wider benefits wetlands can bring to
society: opportunities to enjoy nature, support
for a rich flora and fauna, and reduced risks of
floods and droughts. Despite the climate debate,
he says, the latter tend to be forgotten.
‘Wetlands act as flood control reservoirs.
That’s a vital service that has been completely overlooked in grant schemes for farmers
wanting to establish wetlands.’
Weisner shares a view advanced by a group
of environmental economists in a recent opinion piece in Svenska Dagbladet: society should
find a way of paying people who pro
vide

according to the study The Baltic Sea – Our
Common Treasure: Economics of Saving the
Sea (SwAM, 2013:4).
w Wetlands provide many benefits to society, or
ecosystem services: contact with nature, a rich
flora and fauna, clean water, and protection
against droughts and floods. Flood protection
is one service that is overlooked, says Stefan
Weisner, a leading Swedish wetlands expert.
w Phosphorus is retained at the bottom of
wetlands. Nitrogen is taken up by plants
or transformed by bacteria into a harmless
gaseous form.

valuable ecosystem services, such as nature
conservation or clean water.
‘There needs to be a new way of thinking.
Wetlands benefit the whole country. I don’t
know how they should be paid for, but perhaps by a combination of different funding
schemes. Landowners who create wetlands
shouldn’t just receive payments to cover the
cost, but also for the services they provide to
society.’
IN STEFAN WEISNER’S wetlands

scenario, the emphasis is on width rather than depth. Fields that
were once peatlands or lake beds release large
amounts of carbon dioxide when they are
ploughed.
‘If these areas were put under water, perhaps just a decimetre, farmers could grow
energy crops and, into the bargain, you’d
achieve enormous benefits for climate.’
How arable land should be farmed to min
imise CO2 emissions, incidentally, is the subject of several of EviEM’s current reviews. The
results, which are expected to attract much
interest, are likely to be presented in autumn
2016 or spring 2017. w

Best nutrient removal downstream
w The illustration to the right shows
where a wetland should be created to
capture most nutrients. The red and
blue lines show the areas draining into
wetlands A and B, respectively. Wetland
B, further downstream, collects more
water, and presumably more nutrients as well. So it is probably more
beneficial to locate the wetland there.
But it also has to be remembered that
a larger flow of water requires a larger
Source: Magnus Land/EviEM
wetland.

A
B

Illustration: Gunilla Hagström/Form Nation

Culture plays a part
Hollywood has helped give wetland
areas a bad name. At least if the
wetland enthusiast’s bible Wetlands,
last published in 2015, is anything to
go by.
456-page volume, written by
experts Bill Mitsch, one of the scientists involved in EviEM’s wetlands review, and the
late James Gosselink.
The thread running through this
heavyweight book is that wetlands, once so
despised and feared, are now a cause célèbre
and something worth protecting.
The ancient Babylonians, the Egyptians
and the Aztec all understood their value.
These early cultures flourished because they
had developed systems of water delivery
linked to nearby wetlands, the book’s authors write. In southern Iraq, the Camargue
in France and the swamps of Louisiana in the
US, ancient cultures lived in and off wetland
environments.
How these natural kidneys have been
cared for and understood has varied around
the world, but in the West a major wave of
drainage began around 1850, when new,
efficiently managed land was needed for
agriculture.
Literature was on the side of the farmers.
In Dante’s Divine Comedy, wretched sinners
are tormented in a ghastly marsh. Linnaeus
describes his arduous trek across Lapland’s
peatlands as a journey through hell. Grendel,
the mythical monster of the Old English epic
poem Beowulf, holds sway over gloomy mires.
Hollywood’s monster-loving film-makers
have perpetuated the theme, often depicting
wetlands as sinister and terrifying. Most
clearly, perhaps, in the 1954 classic cult
movie Creature from the Black Lagoon.
Curious facts like this abound in the
opening chapter of Wetlands. The book as a
whole has something to offer a wide range
of interested readers – from ecologists and
environmental managers to engineers, economists and lawyers.
‘WETLANDS’ IS A

Gunhild Arby
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Eyes
wide open
for conflict
Decision-makers need practical messages, not
only about what measures will solve problems,
but also about how to implement them. For that
to be possible, though, scientists from different
fields need to understand each other’s methods.
Which is not easy, according to social scientist
Sandy Oliver, who has long experience of
collaborating across boundaries.

‘T

he difficulty is combining the right research
team and finding the
right leader. You need someone
who can see the bigger picture,
who listens and supports people
when things get difficult. Some
one who brings out the best
in others and makes it easy for
every
body to contribute,’ says
Sandy Oliver, professor at the Institute of Education at UCL, London’s global university.
A couple of years ago she
was involved in a review of how
spending time in protected nat
ural areas affects human well-being. Natural and social scientists
worked in parallel teams, collecting
and assessing research findings.
‘We had limited understanding
of each other’s expertise. I never
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admitted that I couldn’t take in
maps of facts in certain studies –
they really didn’t speak to me at
all. But we got a practical message
across to decision-makers, and we
learned a lot.’
PROFESSOR OLIVER IS based at the
UCL Institute of Education’s
EPPI-Centre, which compiles research evidence in support of decision-making for public agencies
and other clients. She has many
years’ experience of synthesising
research, mainly in the health area,
where this was first done. On behalf of WHO, she is currently
sharing her knowledge with lowand middle-income countries.
Her interest was aroused when,
as a new mother, she advocated
for better maternity services.
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“The word objectivity
doesn’t convince me.”
The doctors were convinced they
knew which problems were in
most urgent need of attention.The
mothers thought otherwise. They
said:‘We don’t think you’re address
ing the subjects that matter to us.’
Name: Sandy Oliver.
Title: Professor at the
Institute of Education, UCL
(University College London).
Place of work: EPPI-Centre,
based at UCL, which develops
syntheses of research evidence
and promotes wider undestandning of how they are produced.
Interest: Making practical
knowledge more accessible
to all.
Key lesson learnt: ‘The
thinking time gets lost.’

This was some decades ago, but
things have continued in much
the same vein ever since. The
driv
ing concern, as mentioned,
is to provide a practical evidence
base for decision-makers. And to
do that, Oliver reckons, you have
to carefully discuss what question
needs to be answered. You also
need to think about what research
methods can answer that question.
Otherwise you risk looking for
answers based on your own values
and the available research literature,
not on the actual problem.
‘The word objectivity doesn’t
convince me. We all come with
our stakes. Science is not only a
technical exercise, it’s also a social
enterprise. You need to discuss
conflicts at all times.’
She speaks from personal ex-

Sandy Oliver likes practical messages

Politics & Society

perience in the medical field,
where systematic reviews have
been conducted for over 30
years. Sometimes, according to
Oliver, with a rather narrow view
of ‘What should doctors do?’
‘It’s easy to overlook other
things that need to be addressed:
have you got the money, do you
have the staff, how is support to
be organised?’
Human behaviour, culture,
religion, politics or organisation
al structures may all prevent the
‘right’ issue being highlighted or
the necessary measures being
taken. This is a highly relevant
problem in the environmental
field. Nowadays, the climate threat
is on everybody’s lips, but because
of such obstacles, vigorous action
is being blocked.
TO GET A COMPLETE picture of reality,
researchers from different disciplines need to work together,
Sandy Oliver concludes.
And the most important
lesson she has learnt?
‘You need a way of think
ing that cuts across borders. To
systematically review research
findings, you have to use a
method that brings out every
thing different types of studies
have to offer.’
Ambitions often exceed the
time available, she adds.
‘What’s really difficult is to
judge the thinking time. This
often gets lost. It’s not limited to
working hours. The “nice” times
may come when you’re peeling
potatoes or taking a walk in the
woods. That’s the opportunity
your brain has to make some
sense out of a broad literature.
And that is absolutely essential.’ w

Gunhild Arby
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Bruyninckx’s tips on
smart messages
The head of the Euro
pean Environment
Agency is a master of
the one-liner when
giving advice on how
to get your message
across to EU ministers
and journalists, and
how not to go about it.

T

he Belgian Hans Bruyninckx is a political scientist
by training, holding a PhD
in international relations with a
focus on environmental policy. It
came as a surprise to some that a
social scientist, rather than a nat
ural scientist, took over the helm
of the European Environment
Agency (EEA) in 2013. But that
does not worry Bruyninckx.
‘After all, changing society is
what we’re all about,’ he tells the
researcher-packed audience at the
conference on evidence-based
environmental management in
Stockholm in the late summer of
2016.
Providing decision-makers and
the public with relevant, evidencebased environmental know
ledge
– that is, knowledge based on the
best available research findings –
is in fact a key part of the EEA’s
mission.
‘There’s a ton of data, but to
know what is relevant requires reflection. Timing is also important.
You may have a brilliant report,
but if it appears three months after
a decision’s been taken, it’s useless.’

“The overwhelming majority of people
don’t speak in micrograms.”
basic data come from a network of
research institutes and monitoring
stations.
‘When you meet specialists,
you need graphs. But if you show
a graph to EU ministers, you don’t
have a message. They don’t think
in graphs or chemicals. The same
goes for the media. The over
whelming majority of people
don’t speak in micrograms.’
For those who want them, stat
istics and hard facts are available
from the EEA’s website. But for
simple messages, Bruyninckx says,
you need smileys – sad, happy or
neutral.

publication Signals,
the EEA tracks historical and future environmental trends and
studies whether they are covered
by current policy objectives. The

IN ITS ANNUAL

At the helm of the EEA and the boat Zephyr

Name: Hans Bruyninckx.
Title: Executive Director of the
European Environment Agency
(EEA).
Place of work: EEA in
Copenhagen.
Off duty: Enjoys outdoor
recreation and sailing his boat
Zephyr (the name means a
favourable wind).

Or colours: green if things are
moving in the right direction, red if
they are going from bad to worse.
The biggest challenge, according
to Hans Bruyninckx, is working
out what kind of knowledge is
needed to support a system shift
in our approach to environmental
problems. He takes energy use in
transport as an example.
‘Most environmental goals
focus on efficient fuels. But to
achieve a sustainable mobility
system, the solution is not to focus on the engine, but on how to
organise travel to work or meet
other transport needs. If Sweden
wants to go low-carbon, it needs
to find the knowledge that will
take it there. It’s a different kind
of approach,’ Bruyninckx explains
as he catches his breath between
sessions.
‘Scientists are not good at communicating, even to their peers,’
he continues. ‘And if nobody
catches your message, you haven’t
communicated.’k
Gunhild Arby
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Challenge to navigate
an ocean of research
U

nder the heading of Better   
Evidence,   Better Decisions,
Better    Environment,
researchers,
decision-makers,
non-governmental organisations,
environmental managers and
consultants gathered to share their
experience of systematic reviews, a
method adopted from the field of
medicine to track down research
findings on the most effective
environmental interventions.
The gap between what the
best science says and what actually reaches decision-makers and
the general public is considerable.
Systematic reviews are intended to
bridge that gap.
But even the people who
carry out these reviews have
to navigate a constantly swelling ocean of research, as several
delegates pointed out.

Another subject discussed
was the difference between less
extensive ‘rapid reviews’ and
slower, more comprehensive
ones.
Decisionmakers do not want to
wait long for answers. Sometimes,
they are the people paying to have
a question reviewed.
‘And sometimes they don’t
want to know the answer,’ said
Anna Jöborn of the Swedish
Agency for Marine and Water
Management – a view shared by
others at the conference.
‘Rapid reviews save time, but
involve the risk of a loss of independence,’ warned Andrew Pullin
of the Collaboration for Environmental Evidence (CEE), based at
Bangor in Wales.
Natural scientists at the meeting
had their horizons broadened

Photo: Magnus Aronson

How do you get across the importance of basing management of
the environment on scientific knowledge?
‘One of our challenges is that there’s a vast amount of data out
there,’ said British consultant Deborah Coughlin at the international
conference on evidence-based environmental management in
Stockholm in August 2016.

Over a hundred delegates attended the environmental conference in
Stockholm.

by the social scientists attending.
‘If you’re going to invest
billions in environmental pro
grammes, you should probably
think from the start about how
they’ll be implemented and
whether there is resistance in the
shape of behaviour patterns, culture,
religion or norms,’ said Karen Han-

nes of the University of Leuven
(KU Leuven) in Belgium.
The conference, held at the
Swedish Museum of Natural
History, was arranged by CEE
in collaboration with Mistra
EviEM – the Mistra Council for
Evidence-Based Environmental
Management. w

Independence important for Swedish EviEM
‘Getting things wrong is
expensive, but if you get them
right from the start, it’s good
both for the environment and
financially. That’s why independent reviews of environmental
interventions are important,’
says Sif Johansson, Director of
EviEM in Sweden – the Mistra
Council for Evidence-Based
Environmental Management.
14

was set up in 2012,
there was no independent body
to assess whether environmental
management in Sweden was
effect
ive. Its job is to conduct
systematic reviews of environmental
questions, to provide a better
knowledge base for decisionmakers. Evidence-based environmental management builds on a
weighted assessment of different

WHEN EVIEM
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research findings and can therefore
be a great help if different results
point in different directions.
‘Being
independent
gives
EviEM a high degree of credibility.
That enables us, for one thing, to review controversial issues on which
stakeholders hold differing views,’
Sif Johansson of EviEM points out.
‘For example, how protected forests
should be managed to conserve

species – or whether they should
simply be left alone.’
The Council is funded by Mistra
– the Swedish Foundation for Strategic Environmental Research –
and is independent of government
agencies and other organisations.
Broader decisions are taken by an
Executive Committee made up
of international researchers and
experts. At its Secretariat in Stock-

Photo: Neal Haddaway

Problems & Possibilities

“We have three
challenges: there is a
vast amount of data
out there; policymakers
have to consider
economic and health
issues; and there are
resource restraints –
reviews take time and
cost money.”
Deborah Coughlin, consultant, formerly at
Imperial College London and the UK Department
for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

“Policymakers risk losing
interest if the results of
a review take a year to
come through.”
Megan Grace Kennedy-Chouane, The Children’s
Investment Fund Foundation, London, UK

“We invest billions of
dollars in complex
environmental
programmes, but need
to be better at understanding how they work.
There may be objections
based on norms.”
Karen Hannes, Centre for Sociological Research, KU
Leuven, Belgium

“Just because we have less
capacity, outsiders think
they need to teach us how
to do reviews. But sometimes it’s the other way
around.We have pockets
of excellence.”
Ruth Stewart, University of Johannesburg, South
Africa

Working for a permanent future.
holm, the Council has a number of
project managers. They are special
ists in the methodology and run the
reviews, which are all conducted in
response to suggestions from differ
ent decision-makers.
For each review, an international
team of researchers is appointed.
‘This has created a unique
network of scientists, and ensures
that our reviews meet high scien

tific standards.’
EviEM’s future is uncertain,
however.
Sif Johansson
Currently, funding
only extends to
the end of 2017.
‘We’re now
working to put the Council on
a permanent footing,’ says Sif
Johansson. w

Mistra EviEM – Mistra Council for Evidence-Based
Environmental Management
w To date, EviEM’s reviews have shown, among other things, that
both wetlands and reducing certain fish populations are very
effective methods of curbing eutrophication.
w Around a dozen other systematic reviews linked to Sweden’s
environmental objectives are currently in progress.
w Since 2013, EviEM has been part of the CEE (Collaboration for
Environmental Evidence) network, which is seeking to promote wider
understanding of evidence-based environmental management.
w There are currently six CEE Centres: EviEM in Sweden, and others
in South Africa, Australia, the UK, Canada and France. A seventh
will soon be in place in the United States.
Knowledge & Change – A magazine from EviEM • October 2016
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A world of knowledge

Threats and opportunities
under the magnifying glass
Mistra EviEM in Sweden is one of six centres for evidence-based environmental management
around the world. For a number of years now, they have been sifting through the research
literature to find solutions to pressing environmental problems. Using systematic reviews, they
are able to discover the real nuggets: the measures that produce the best effects.

w Mistra EviEM in Stockholm,
Sweden

Mistra EviEM – the Mistra Council for Evidence-Based Environmental Management – was created in 2012 and became a CEE
Centre in 2013. It has shown, for
example, that wetlands and reduction of certain fish populations are
effective, low-cost ways of tackling
eutrophication. EviEM also provides training on the system
atic
review methodology. Around a
dozen other environmental questions are being reviewed, such as
what agricultural methods lock
up most carbon in the soil. A
reduction of carbon losses could
offer significant climate benefits.

from CEE’s online library. The
British CEE Centre serves as an
engine for the others, providing a
base for the CEE website and library and the journal Environmen
tal Evidence. One current project
is looking at how conservation
should be designed so as to promote both human well-being and
animal and plant survival.
w CEE Joburg in Johannesburg,
South Africa

South Africa’s CEE Centre, estab
lished in 2012, consists of a team
of researchers at the Centre for
Anthropological Research, University of Johannesburg. It began by
inviting suggestions for questions
of particular importance to Africa,
one result being a review of the
significance of agricultural support

for the supply of food in low- and
middle-income countries. CEE Joburg is part of the Africa Evidence
Network, whose aim is to promote
evidence-based decision-making in
many countries of Africa.
w CEIPP in Sydney, Australia

Australia’s CEE Centre, the Centre for Evidence Informed Policy
and Practice, got under way in
2014. CEIPP is a collaboration of
leading researchers and experts,
focused on improving planning
and investment decisions in the
environmental sector. One of its
reviews has looked at how changes
in dingo populations affect the
ecosystem.
w CEE Centre in Ottawa, Canada

The Canadian CEE Centre has a

long name: Centre in EvidenceBased Conservation and Environ
mental Management. It is based
at Carleton University in the
Canadian capital Ottawa, and
collaborates with agencies such as
Parks Canada and Fisheries and
Oceans Canada. Together with
EviEM, the Centre is reviewing
the biodiversity impacts of conservation burning in protected
forests.
w FRB in Paris, France

Established in 2015, this Centre
is based at the Fondation pour
la Recherche sur la Biodiversité (FRB), a biodiversity research
organisation. Reviews will cover
topics such as the significance of
biodiversity in counteracting bacterial resistance to antibiotics.
Illustration: Gunilla Hagström/Form Nation

T

he six centres form a network
called the Collaboration for
Environmental
Evidence
(CEE). CEE was set up in 2007
to promote wider understanding
of evidence-based environmental
management, for the benefit of
policymakers and practitioners
alike. It is the environmental
counterpart to the Cochrane Collaboration, which for more than
20 years has been reviewing the
research evidence for health-care
interventions.

Management of protected forests,
toxic PFAS chemicals and arable
land’s capacity to store carbon are
some of the questions EviEM has
looked into.

w CEBC in Bangor, Wales

The first CEE Centre, the British
Centre for Evidence-Based Conservation (CEBC), was set up by
Andrew Pullin, father of the concept of evidence-based environmental management. The CEBC
has carried out at least 36 system
atic reviews, all of them available
16
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